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Spreading rate of a toroidal air bubble in water
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The rise of a toroidal bubble in water obtained by injecting a pulsed jet of air into the water through a nozzle

vertically upwards has been experimentally investigated. It was found that, despite the decrease in the cross−section

of the toroidal bubble during the ascent, its radius grows linearly depending on the distance traveled, as in the

case of self−similar vortex rings. The coefficient of expansion of the bubble at different volumes of injected air is

determined. A comparison was made with toroidal bubbles obtained when balloons burst under water. A qualitative

explanation of the observed differences is given.
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Toroidal bubbles are a species of vortex rings [1] buoyant
in liquid, in which gas is used as the buoyant matter [2–6].
Their characteristic feature is that the gas concentrates

under the centrifugal force in the vicinity of the vortex

ring core axis over the entire period of motion. Thus,

the observed object is a two−phase toroidal vortex whose

core contains gas while the atmosphere contains liquid. A

number of papers suggest that the vortex core coincides

with the bubble [3–5]. Then the bubble volume and, hence,

the vortex core volume, will remain almost invariant in

the case of a slight variation in the pressure relative to

the atmospheric one. Due to an increase in the toroidal

bubble radius, this will result in a decrease in the bubble

cross−section radius and, hence, in the core radius [3–6].
In this case a question on self−similarity arises, since, in

case of the self−similar motion, the toroidal core radii and

cross−section are to vary as shown in [1]. At the same

time, in the presence of self−similarity the core radius

should increase linearly with the traveled distance. No

specific−purpose studies of such a dependence for toroidal

bubbles have been performed; however, experimental values

of the bubble radii at different heights obtained in [4] may

be approximated by linear functions. If this dependence

is linear, the motion is either self−similar regardless of an

increase in the ratio between radii of the toroidal bubble and

its cross−section, or is more complicated than in the case of

single−phase buoyant vortex rings. Therefore, the question

on the toroidal bubble radius dependence on the rise height

is of the fundamental character in view of modelling the

bubble motion. The toroidal bubble radius R variation

with traveled distance z is characterized by parameter

α = dR/dz referred to as spreading rate or expansion

coefficient [7,8]. In work [9] it was found out that the

expansion coefficient of single−phase buoyant vortex rings

containing a lighter gas remains invariant during motion.

For the toroidal bubbles, no measurements of expansion

coefficients were performed.

In this study, the toroidal bubble radius was measured

experimentally versus the rise height. The bubbles are

formed when a pulsed air jet is injected through a nozzle

into water vertically upwards. The injected air volume is

variable. A conclusion about the dependence character is

made, the expansion coefficients are calculated. The results

are compared with the expansion coefficients of bubbles

arising when balloons burst under water. A qualitative

explanation for the observed differences is given.

The experiments have been conducted in a transparent

Plexiglas vessel 20 × 20mm in cross−section and 1200mm

in height; the vessel was filled with water. Compressed air

is fed to a solenoid valve through a pressure regulator. The

solenoid valve is driven via a controller. The controller opens

the valve for a short time interval, compressed air flow verti-

cally upwards through the nozzle mounted at 100mm from

the chamber bottom into water where the toroidal bubble

gets formed. The nozzle outlet diameter is 4mm. The

nozzle is fabricated from a non-wettable material in order to

prevent water leakage into the nozzle. The bubble motion

is detected by a rapid video camera MotionXtraHG-100k

with the frequency of 125 fps and exposure time of 125 µs.

Shadow video recording is performed in the transmission

mode perpendicular to the motion direction. Images are

processed in the Matlab medium using Image Processing

ToolBox and basic elements; the outer lateral size R′ of

the shadow image has been determined. To determine

the bubble air volume V , the bubble is caught with a

funnel−shaped device mounted in the vessel top part. This

method for the volume determination is significantly more

accurate than that based on video images, since the toroidal

bubble shape is not strictly circular and identical in different

cross−sections. In the experiments, the compressed air

pressure is varied from 2 to 6 bar, while the duration of

opening the solenoid valve is varied from 10 to 25ms. The

bubble volume changes respectively from 12 to 43 cm3. The

typical bubble diameter is 50−70mm, its path is 600mm
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Figure 1. Shadow photos of different stages of the bubble

evolution.

long. At this distance, the hydrostatic pressure variation

is low as compared with the atmospheric one; therefore,

the bubble volume remains constant during the motion.

Only bubbles that have passed the entire path to the

catching device are detected. 30 observations have been

accomplished.

The shadow photos (Fig. 1) present different

bubble−evolution stages corresponding to time moments

34, 276, 590ms after the onset of the pulsed air jet

injection: bubble separation from the nozzle, toroidal bubble

formation, increase in radius during the ascent. One can

see that the torus gets formed during of a singly linked air

volume rather than due to the vortex sheet rollup as in case

of vortices in a homogeneous liquid [8]. Thus, the torus

is formed according to the baroclinic mechanism associated

with the density gradient. During formation, a circulation

takes place around the torus [2]. The toroidal bubble radius

R equal to the torus axial line radius will be determined

based on R′ and V via two equations:

2π2Ra2 = V, R + a = R′,

where a is the torus cross−section radius. From these

equations there will be derived a cubic equation in R
that has only one solution in the physically correct area

R ∈ ( 3
√

V/2π2, R′). The radius determination error does

not exceed 8%. In Fig. 2, points represent the R/r0
dependences on z/r0 for different expansion coefficients,

which correspond to the bubble volumes of 26, 23.9 and

43.4 cm3. Here r0 is the radius of a sphere whose volume is

equal to the bubble volume. Coordinate z = 0 is assumed to

be at 150mm from the nozzle where the toroidal bubble has

been already formed. Solid lines represent approximations

of experimental points by linear regressions. Validity of the

linear approximation is assessed using the determination

factor [10]. The determination factors appeared to range

from 0.94 to 0.99 in all the experiments. Herefrom it

follows that deviations from linearity caused by unaccounted

factors do not exceed 6%. Among the unaccounted factors

there are radius measurement errors and the bubble shape

deviations from torus associated with perturbations on its

surface. Thus, the Turner’s conclusion made for buoyant

single−phase vortices about the fact that the law of linear

increase in the vortex size with increasing traveled path

remains effective during the major part of vortex travel is

valid also for toroidal bubbles.

Expansion coefficients α will be determined from the

linear regression plots. The α values for different volumes

of injected air are given in Fig. 3. This figure shows

that there is no any remarkable dependence of α on the

injected air volume, i. e. on the buoyancy force. The

same situation is observed also for vortices obtained in

bursting in air of soap bubbles filled with lightweight gas [9].
The mean value and dispersion are α = 0.037 ± 0.005.

The linear regressions presented in Fig. 9 of paper [4]
show that α = 0.07, 0.09, 0.1, 0.11. Authors of [9]
obtained α = 0.09± 0.02. Notice that data of [4] also fit

this dependence. Thus, expansion coefficients of toroidal

bubbles obtained in bursting of balloons under water or

of soap bubbles in air appear to be higher than in the

case of air jet injection into water. This difference may be

qualitatively explained as follows. Circulation arises during

bursting of balloons and soap bubbles due to baroclinic
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Figure 2. Experimental dependences (points) of the dimension-

less toroidal bubble radius on the dimensionless rise height for

the bubble volumes of 26 (1), 23.9 (2) and 43.4 cm3 (3). Lines

represent the points approximation by linear regressions.
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Figure 3. The toroidal bubble expansion coefficients α for

different volumes of injected air.

force moments acting upon a bubble formed after the

burst. Let us designate the circulation as Ŵ0. When an air

jet is injected into water, circulation Ŵ0 is summed with

circulation Ŵ1 appearing due to a shear layer at the air

jet − water interface. Therefore, similarly to [7], in this

case it is possible to represent the total circulation as the

following sum: Ŵ = Ŵ0 + Ŵ1. Since the toroidal bubble radii

increase linearly with height, i. e. the expansion coefficients

are constant, they may be analytically represented by

the Turnerś formula [1]: α = F/(2πcŴ2), where F is

the buoyancy force per unit mass, c is constant. Then

during bubble bursting α = α0 = F/(2πcŴ2
0); parameter Ŵ2

0

is proportional to F [7]. In the case of jet injection into

water, α = F/
(

2πc(Ŵ1 + Ŵ0)
2
)

= α0/(1 + Ŵ1/Ŵ0)
2. Hence,

α < α0.

Thus, it has been established that, regardless of the

absence of self−similar interrelation between the toroidal

bubble radii and cross−section, toroidal bubbles expand

linearly with the ascent height. The paper shows that

toroidal bubbles obtained due to the air jet injection into

water possess a lower expansion coefficient than that in

case of balloon bursting. This is associated with additional

circulation occurring when air is injected.
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